
Never Furl TM  Installation Kit 

Each Kit contains the following items: 
2    Never Furl Bushings (A & D) 
2    Shaft Collars with Allen Screws (B & C) 
4    Stainless Steel Rings  (E & F) (In later kits, plastic 

clips replace the 2 outside rings) 
1    Allen Wrench Before Installing: 

Your Never Furl TM kit is exceptionally easy to in-
stall.  The kit contains everything you need,  no 
additional tools are required.  Before you begin, 
carefully read the following steps and examine the 
detailed drawing. 

Installation Procedures: 

1. After assembling the flag pole
slip Never Furl Bushing (A)
over top of pole, tab end first
(see drawing).

2. Slip both shaft collars (B&C)
over top of pole.

3. Slip second Never Furl Bushing
(D) with tab to top of pole.

4. Position top Never Furl Bushing (D) on the pole about 1/4 “ from end of pole or bottom of
ornament..  Slide the shaft collar (C) to 1 to 1 1/2” from the bottom of the bushing and se-
cure screw with Allen wrench.

5. Gently pry apart the outer ring (E) on top of bushing and loop it through grommet on top of
flag.  Make sure the rings hang naturally and do not twist (see drawing).

6. In the same manner pry apart the outer ring on the lower bushing (F) and attach lower
grommet of flag.  Again make sure that the rings hang naturally and do not twist.

7. Important:  When positioning the bottom bearing in place, be sure to leave 1 to 1 1/2”
slack in the flag or banner before tightening the bottom collar.  Tighten the bottom collar’s
set screw with the Allen wrench.

Congratulations … Your Flag will now fly without tangling! 

Note:  In later kits, the 
stainless steel rings 

have been replaced with 
plastic clips. 
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